Notice for Inviting Tender from BHEL for Supply and E&C service of 24V DC Ni-Cd Battery System - NTPC/Nabinagar

BHEL (A Govt Of India Enterprise) is a leading EPC supplier and contractor of power plants across India and abroad. Electronics Division of BHEL supplies DCS system along with other bought out items mainly related to Control & Instrumentation package of power plant.

For a contract from National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) for Nabinagar-Station C&I (3x660MW) STPP, They have to supply 24V DC Ni-Cd Battery systems for charger. Hence,BHEL-EDN is in the verge of supplying battery systems to subject indicated project by adopting the process of Open(Global) tender.

The press notification of the tender is published in leading newspapers in India namely "The Hindu-All editions and Business Line-All editions on 18.11.2015". You can also visit websites: www.bhel.com/notifications (or) www.bheledn.com/tenders (or) tenders.gov.in for more details. Note that there are no charges for downloading/submitting the tender documents.

In this regard, kindly submit your quotation in three-part bid (Pre-Qualification Criteria-1st part,Techno-Commercial bid-2nd Part & Price bid-3rd part) at EPS portal within the DUE DATE of 10.12.2015 before 16:00 hours and will be opened on the same day at 16:02 hours. 

Note: Any clarifications on PQC / technical / commercial grounds may be asked much before due date & get it clarified well before submission of bid.